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Abstract—Rates of coronary restenosis after stent implantat
vary with stent design. Recent evidence suggests that a
ations in wall shear stress associated with different stent ty
and changes in local vessel geometry after implantation m
account for this disparity. We tested the hypothesis that w
shear stress is altered in a three-dimensional computati
fluid dynamics~CFD! model after coronary implantation of
16 mm slotted-tube stent during simulations of resting blo
flow and maximal vasodilation. Canine left anterior descend
coronary artery blood flow velocity and interior diameter we
used to construct CFD models and evaluate wall shear s
proximal and distal to and within the stented region. Chann
ing of adjacent blood layers due to stent geometry had a
found affect on wall shear stress. Stagnation zones were lo
ized around stent struts. Minimum wall shear stress decrea
by 77% in stented compared to unstented vessels. Region
low wall shear stress were extended at the stent outlet
localized to regions where adjacent axial strut spacing w
minimized and the circumferential distance between struts
greatest within the stent. The present results depict alterat
in wall shear stress caused by a slotted-tube stent and su
the hypothesis that stent geometry may be a risk factor
restenosis by affecting local wall shear stre
distributions. © 2003 Biomedical Engineering Society.
@DOI: 10.1114/1.1588654#

Keywords—Shear stress, Coronary hemodynamics, Slott
tube endovascular stents, Vascular prosthesis, Coronary a
disease, Numerical modeling, Intimal hyperplasia, Resteno

INTRODUCTION

Stents are commonly used to restore blood flow
patients with severe coronary artery disease, but rest
sis remains a persistent problem in a substantial num
of patients treated with this modality.7,8,37 The incidence
and severity of restenosis appears to vary with st
type.10,13,35,39,42These data suggest that stent geome
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and its subsequent effects on localized fluid dynam
may be risk factors for restenosis. Previous compu
tional fluid dynamics~CFD! modeling studies have use
vascular geometries that approximate the stented re
of the vessel and focus primarily on the most promine
areas of restenosis, that is, the inlet and outlet of
stent.3,40,41 These studies provide evidence that localiz
vessel geometry is a major factor influencing wall she
stress distributions and support the well-established
servation that areas of maximal intimal thickening cor
late with regions of low and oscillatory wall shea
stress.15,17,20,21,30Localized alterations in wall shear rat
within the stented portion of a vessel have been stud
using a two-dimensional~2D! CFD model,3 but three-
dimensional~3D! computational investigations that use
realistic stent geometry to consider the interaction
tween intricacies in stent design and their consequ
actions on distributions of wall shear stress have yet
be conducted. We developed a series of thr
dimensional CFD models to test the hypothesis that d
tributions of wall shear stress during resting corona
blood flow and maximal coronary vasodilation are a
tered by the presence of a slotted-tube stent.

METHODS

All experimental procedures and protocols used
this investigation were reviewed and approved by
Animal Care and Use Committee of the Medical Colle
of Wisconsin and Marquette University. All conformed
the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Anima
of the National Institutes of Health~7th ed. Washington,
DC: Nat. Acad. Press, 1996!.

Experimental Preparation and Protocol

Computational simulations were based onin vivo
measurements of canine left anterior descending~LAD !
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FIGURE 1. Ensemble averaged left ante-
rior descending coronary artery „LAD …

blood flow and external diameter wave-
forms obtained under base line condi-
tions and during the administration of ad-
enosine „1.0 mg Õmin … in the absence
„Àstent … and presence „¿stent … of an in-
tracoronary stent.
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coronary artery diameter and blood flow velocity befo
and after placement of a slotted-tube stent~NIR, Medinol
Ltd., Jerusalem, Israel! in the absence or presence of
20 min infusion of the coronary vasodilator adenos
~1.0 mg/ml!.18 External LAD diameter was determine
by placing a 2.5–3.0 mm ultrasonic segment len
transducer ~Iowa Doppler Products, Iowa City, IA!
around the stented region of the coronary artery. T
LAD coronary artery was assumed to have concen
radial properties, negligible taper, and exposure to
same diameter waveform along the axial length of
vascular region of interest.26 Internal LAD radius (r i)
was determined using the equation:r i5(r o

22V/Lp)1/2,
where r o is the external LAD radius,L is the length of
the vessel in the region of interestin situ, and V is the
ratio of the excised vessel weight to density~assumed to
be 1.06 g/ml!.24 Blood flow was recorded by using
transit-time flow probe~Transonic Systems, Ithaca, NY!
positioned around the proximal LAD coronary arter
Additionally, left ventricular pressure~LVP! was simul-
taneously recorded for use in signal processing. A rep
sentative time series for LAD blood flow and diamet
were created using a Matlab program that aligned e
variable according to peak LVP, segmented each d
tized variable waveform into individual cardiac cycle
and ensemble averaged the segments~Fig. 1!.

Construction of Computational Arteries

Computational arteries were created by enteringin
vivo internal diameter values corresponding to each
tervention ~Table 1! and stent properties including th
number of struts, strut thickness, and stent length int
geometric construction and mesh generation algorit
custom designed using Matlab. Computational geo
etries for each intervention were composed of structu
hexahedral control volumes arranged in a four-dom
butterfly design~Fig. 2! that exploits symmetric stent an
vessel properties to create half of the computational v
sel. The stent geometry created for this investigation w
based on the Palmaz–Schatz slotted-tube design in o
for comparison with results from previous studies.4,11,23,31

The axial size of hexahedral elements proximal, dis
and within the stented region was one fourth that
other portions of stented or unstented vessels. All co
putational stent geometries contained four circumfer
tial and axial repeating stent struts and were 16 mm
length. Computational stent struts were approximat
0.35 mm wide, fully opposed to the vessel wall, a
protruded 0.1 mm into the flow domain.13

Computational Model Simulations

Unstented and stented computational geometries w
imported into a commercially available software packa
~CFD-ACE, Computational Fluid Dynamics Resear
Corporation, Huntsville, AL! for analysis of shear stres
distributions along the vessel wall. This software use
finite volume approach to solve equations satisfying c
servation of mass and momentum at the center of e
hexahedral control volume. Simulations were conduc
by imposing minimum and maximum coronary bloo
flow velocities (wmin and wmax, respectively; Fig. 3!
from eachin vivo intervention as steady-state parabo
TABLE 1. Simulation properties.

Base line Adenosine Stent Stent1adenosine

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

Velocity
(cm/s)

3.30 15.8 8.30 58.2 5.30 22.5 3.30 45.9

Diameter
(mm)

2.51 2.60 2.59 2.63 2.74 2.74 2.74 2.74
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profiles calculated from the flow rate and the cro
sectional area of the vessel. Pressure at the vessel o
was set to zero, which enabled the flow solver to cal
late the pressure gradient within the flow domain. A
computational simulations were conducted assumin
Newtonian, incompressible fluid with a density
1060 kg/m3 and viscosity of 3.7 cP. Simulations we
performed on Silicon Graphics O2 5k computers with 1
Gbyte of RAM and convergence was, typically, obtain
after 24–72 h. Simulation results were examined as co
map distributions of wall shear stress.

Determination of Wall Shear Stress

Wall shear stress was determined as the produc
viscosity and wall shear rate (ġ). The CFD-ACE flow

FIGURE 2. Computational geometry representing a slotted-
tube stent. The computational mesh represents the blood
flow domain through the stented region of the vessel.

FIGURE 3. Ensemble averaged canine LAD blood flow and
interior diameter waveforms during base line conditions.
Steady-state minimum „A… and maximum „B… blood flow val-
ues imposed as inlets to model simulations are indicated by
the dashed lines intersecting each waveform.
et

f

solver calculates shear rate from the second invarian
the strain-rate tensor. The shear rate is, therefore, ca
lated in Cartesian coordinates as

ġ5@2$~]u/]x!21~]v/]y!21~]w/]z!2%

1~]u/]y1]v/]x!21~]u/]z1]w/]x!2

1~]v/]z1]w/]y!2#1/2,

whereu, v, andw are thex, y, andz components of the
velocity vector, respectively. In a simple shear flow,ġ
reduces to the velocity gradient.

RESULTS

Refinement of the Computational Mesh

The number of circumferential nodes along the peri
eter and the spacing of axial nodes along the length
unstented vessels were varied systematically until dis
butions of wall shear stress closely approximated
theoretical value determined ast54mQ/pr 3, whereQ
is the blood flow rate,r is the radius of the vessel, an
m is the viscosity. Mesh independence was investiga
for stented vessels by comparing distributions of w
shear stress in vessels with 208,639; 298,557;
369,834 nodes, which were subjected to the peak i
velocity obtained during maximum coronary artery v
sodilation with adenosine~Fig. 4!. Simulation results
were assumed to be independent of the computatio
mesh when the disparity between meshes of varying d
sities was less than 6%.22

FIGURE 4. Evaluation of mesh independence for axisymme-
tryic stented computational vessels. Axial distributions of
wall shear stress vs. artery length for vessels containing
208,639; 298,557; and 369,834 nodes that were subjected to
the same inlet velocity. Simulations were performed using
the inlet velocity obtained during maximum coronary artery
vasodilation with adenosine.
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FIGURE 5. Directional alterations in near-
wall velocity in response to the presence
of a slotted-tube stent. The trajectory of
adjacent blood layers is denoted by ar-
rows superimposed on cross-sectional
distributions of wall shear stress immedi-
ately proximal to the stent „panel A … and
proceeding through the first 4 mm of the
computational vessel „panels B–L ….
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Velocity Vector Alterations in Stented Vessels

Blood flow through unstented computational vess
was comprised only of thew component of the velocity
vector. In contrast, the presence of the stent caused
found out-of-plane motion of theu andv components of
the velocity vector. The behavior of near-wall velocity
blood enters and proceeds through the stented regio
demonstrated in Fig. 5. Blood encountering the proxim
edge of the stent is forced toward the center of the ve
immediately prior to entering the stent@Fig. 5~A!#. The
geometry of the stent causes channeling of blood lay
adjacent to the stent@Fig. 5~B!# while those directly over
the strut are forced toward the center of the vessel@Fig.
5~C!#. Adjacent blood layers nearest 45° are then
lowed to separate after passing over the proximal s
edge @Fig. 5~D!#. As blood layers nearest 0° and 90
continue to converge, those closest to 45° begin to
verge as they enter the portion of the stent resemblin
diverging nozzle@Figs. 5~E! and 5~F!#. Converging and
diverging blood layers then meet at the first point
increased cross-sectional area within the stented por
of the vessel@Fig. 5~G!#. Blood layers nearest 0° an
90° then begin diverging while those nearest 45°
channeled together@Figs. 5~H!, 5~I!, and 5~J!#. Converg-
ing and diverging blood layers once again meet wh
exiting the first axial stent diamond@Figs. 5~K! and
5~L!#, and this pattern is repeated along the length of
stented vessel.

Distributions of Wall Shear Stress

Wall shear stress for unstented vessels correspon
to wmin boundary conditions were constant at 3.8 a
9.5 dyn/cm2 for base line and adenosine simulations,
-

s

l

t

g

spectively. Wall shear stress for resting and adenos
simulations duringwmax boundary conditions were 18
and 65 dyn/cm2, respectively. A representative wall she
stress color map within the stented region of the com
tational vessel is shown in Fig. 6. Distributions of wa
shear stress along several axial lines are also plotted
function of distance through the stented region of t
computational vessel~Fig. 7!.

Stent geometry had a dramatic effect on distributio
of wall shear stress. The highest wall shear stress va
occurred over the surface of stent struts. Wall shear st
values decreased modestly with each subsequent s
Regions of low wall shear stress were observed bef
and after each stent strut. A bimodal distribution of e
evated wall shear stress occurred between struts and
gressively decreased in magnitude downstream. Reg
of high wall shear stress immediately proximal to t
first strut dissipate from the center of the computatio
domain to the junction of adjacent domains, concomit
with the elevation of shear stress values over the s
struts that protrude into the flow domain. Areas of lo
wall shear stress were noticed at transitions between
vessel and stent and were most pronounced where
strut orientation was orthogonal to the direction of blo
flow. In addition, an extended region of low wall she
stress was noted at the outlet of the stent.

Maximum wall shear stress (tmax) within the stented
region was localized along the axial line where ang
stent struts meet in the center of the flow domain for
input velocity simulations, with the exception of the hig
wall shear stress observed directly over the struts.
contrast, minimum wall shear stress (tmin) within the
local vicinity of the stent occurred along the axial lin
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FIGURE 6. Wall shear stress contour plot illustrating the assignment of axial lines within the stented region of the computational
artery. Axial line numbering begins in the center of the first converging nozzle „A… and proceeds toward the junction of adjacent
perimeter domains „D….
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denoted by axial line D in Fig. 8, independent of inp
velocity.

Minimum wall shear stress at the outlet of the ste
was reduced forwmin and wmax during conditions of
resting blood flow as compared to unstented interv
tions ~18% and 51%, respectively!. This change was
more pronounced for inputs corresponding to eleva
blood flow ~77% for both!. Similarly, tmin decreased by
53% and 74% for minimum and maximum bounda
conditions during elevated blood flow proximal to th
stent and by 66% and 82% within the stent. Rest
boundary conditions forwmin and wmax simulations in
stented computational vessels caused a 3% increase
a 12% decrease in proximaltmin , respectively, compared
to unstented vessels. Resting boundary conditions
wmin andwmax caused a 30% increase and 13% decre
in tmin within the stented region, respectively, compar
to unstented computational vessels.

DISCUSSION

Endovascular stents improve resting coronary blo
flow and increase flow reserve in the presence
d

stenoses. However, the impact of stent geometry on lo
fluid dynamics and wall shear stress within the sten
region remains largely unknown. Several studies ha
examined the time course and physiological con
quences of restenosis after stent placement,6,28,29 but the
influence of alterations in local wall shear stress dis
butions after implantation on the probability of resteno
has not been investigated thoroughly. The vascular
dothelium elicits compensatory mechanisms to maint
normal wall shear stress within 15– 20 dyn/cm2.16 None-
theless, it is well documented that regions of high sh
stress~greater than 12 dyn/cm2) protect against intimal
hyperplasia while a strong correlation between regions
maximal intimal thickening and areas of low~less than
4 dyn/cm2) and oscillatory wall shear stress has be
previously described.17,20,21 Vascular responses resultin
from stent implantation may persist for up to thre
months after deployment.37 Recent evidence sugges
that local shear stress distributions imposed on the ve
after vascular injury may influence the response of s
rounding smooth muscle cells, an important compon
of intimal hyperplasia.6,19 Intimal hyperplasia has bee
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977Computational Stent Implantation Alters Wall Shear Stress
noted at the proximal and distal ends of implant
stents,11 a finding that suggests that altered distributio
of wall shear stress may contribute to restenosis in th
areas. Collectively, these data support the contention
stent geometry and the effects of stents on the distr
tion of wall shear stress may represent risk factors
intimal hyperplasia and may also partially explain t
disparity observed between the rates of restenosis am
different stent designs.

The three-dimensional results of the present invest
tion indicate that the presence of a computational slott
tube stent causes profound alterations in near-wall ve
ity and wall shear stress patterns when compared to
unstented vessel. The major findings of the investigat
are summarized in Fig. 8 and illustrate the importance

FIGURE 7. Shear stress plotted vs. axial distance along axial
lines A, B, C, and D for the minimum and maximum resting
and coronary vasodilation input velocity simulations. Wall
shear stress distributions were symmetric about the center
node of each domain.
t

g

-

stent geometry in influencing distributions of wall she
stress. Convergence and divergence of adjacent b
layers occurs to satisfy continuity as the vessel a
changes from the presence of the stent along each a
disk that collectively constitute the computational ves
~Fig. 5!. Low wall shear stress was observed near
center of each axial diamond where the cross-sectio
area of the vessel increases. These portions of the ve
may represent locations where stagnation of blood co
occur, rendering them more susceptible to thrombus
mation, platelet accumulation, and smooth muscle c
proliferation.3,19,32 These regions were also where th
relative spacing of adjacent axial struts were arranged
close proximity~axial line D, Fig. 7!. Interestingly, pre-
vious results indicate that greater amounts of dye beca
entrapped between adjacent computational struts w
the spacing between stent struts was minimized.3

Regions of low wall shear stress were localiz
around stent struts. This observation is likely due to
combination of stagnation flow and boundary layer se
ration immediately upstream and downstream of
struts, respectively, as described by classic problems
stationary block placed on a wall36,38 and is consistent
with the local accumulation of dye during flow visua
ization through Palmaz–Schatz stents.2 Wall shear stress
decreased with each subsequent axial strut due to
existence of the stent~Fig. 8! and suggests that sten
designed with a minimum number of axial struts m
limit the extent of adverse flow disturbances within t
stented region of the vessel. The present results are
ported by the observation that reducing the number
strut intersections limits the amount of subsequent in
mal thickening and thrombus formation in rabbit ilia
arteries.27 The effect of angled stent struts in the prese
computational simulations also suggests that stent st
aligned in the axial direction of blood flow may be a
vantageous for limiting the flow disturbances within th
stent. This conclusion is supported by a previous stu
comparing flow dye visualization wash-out times b
tween the Palmaz–Schatz stent and a prototype s
with four longitudinal struts aligned parallel to the dire
tion of blood flow.2
FIGURE 8. Summarized alterations in wall shear stress induced by the presence of a slotted-tube stent. „1… Angled struts act as
converging and diverging nozzles to adjacent blood layers. „2… Low wall shear stress „tu… is localized around stent struts. „3…
Lowest tu located in the corners of each strut. „4… Transient increases in tu proximal and distal to low tu regions. „5… tu
decreases with each subsequent axial strut. „6… Reduced outlet tu lengthens as a function of inlet velocity. „7… Areas of low wall
shear stress were noticed at transitions between the vessel and stent and were most pronounced where the strut orientation
was orthogonal to the direction of blood flow. „8… Marked decrease in tu at the outlet of the stent as compared to the inlet.
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978 LADISA et al.
The present results also indicate that regions of low
wall shear stress are more pronounced toward the o
of the stent. Inlet velocity is a major determinant of t
distance required for shear stress to approach a con
value at the stent outlet as regions of low wall she
stress were extended in this area for maximum in
velocities, particularly during elevated flow condition
This finding is consistent with those noted in previo
studies where simulations of increased blood flow mi
icking exercise were applied as boundary conditions toin
vitro and computational studies.2,3,25

Several investigators have postulated that spatial w
shear stress gradients are associated with inti
thickening.5,33,34 These wall shear stress gradients c
cause conflicting forces on adjacent, normally conflue
cells, thus leading to increased cell division after w
shear stress perturbation.5 When spatial wall shear stres
gradients were calculated from the magnitude of diff
entiated wall shear stress distributions in the present
vestigation, the maximum value of the wall shear str
gradient corresponding to resting blood flow w
22 dyn/cm2 per mm and occurred in the region near t
proximal stent edge. Wall shear stress gradients of
magnitude have previously been associated with
creased cellular proliferation and migrationin vitro.34

The present results should be interpreted within
constraints of several potential limitations. The accura
of CFD modeling of wall shear stress distributions
dependent upon the density of the computational me
and hence, the time to simulation convergence.
stented vessels contained a minimum of 369,834 no
and simulation results differed by 6% from the simu
tions using a coarser computational mesh. The majo
of cells added to computational vessels were included
local areas of interest near stent struts and at the i
and outlet of the stent. This level of error was deem
acceptable in a previous study examining mesh res
tion in three-dimensional CFD models of the right cor
nary artery22 and allowed for simulation convergenc
within 72 h. Additionally, the distributions of wall shea
stress obtained in the present study are consistent
previous in vivo and computational studies.12,14,17 Thus,
it is unlikely that a greater number of circumferential a
axial nodes would have resulted in different conclusio
regarding the behavior of blood flow and patterns of w
shear stress in the stented computational models.
present investigation was conducted by applying stea
state boundary conditions to rigid straight computatio
arteries. These boundary conditions were employed
address the hypothesis of the investigation and elucid
areas of interest for future studies. Blood flow is u
doubtedly pulsatile in the human body. Therefore, th
simulation conditions represent a limitation of th
present investigation as the results may differ for pul
tile flow. Nevertheless, three-dimensional CFD stud
t
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illustrating alterations in distributions of wall shear stre
after stent implantation have not yet been reported. P
vious studies indicate that a rigid wall assumption
valid within a stented vascular section,1,9 but it may
introduce error in the unstented portion of the vesse26

Blood was assumed to be a Newtonian fluid in t
present investigation. It is possible that incorporation
non-Newtonian conditions, in which viscosity is a fun
tion of the shear rate, may result in distributions of she
stress slightly different than those presented here. Fu
studies will be necessary to examine the influence
non-Newtonian properties on distributions of wall she
stress in stented vascular segments. The native epica
coronary arteries follow the curvature of the indwellin
myocardium. Wentzelet al. reported that implantation o
a Schneider wall stent caused straightening of an epi
dial coronary arteryin vivo.41 Thus, the present result
obtained using a computational assumption of strai
stent geometry may represent a physiological approxim
tion despite neglecting the curvature of the LAD cor
nary artery. Nonetheless, the assumption of straightn
applied to stented simulations may underestimate al
ations in wall shear stress due to centrifugal force a
subsequent skewing of the velocity profile away from t
midline of the vessel in regions immediately proxim
and distal to the stent.

The present results were intended to illustrate chan
in acute wall shear stress induced by stent implantat
It is highly likely that progressive endothelialization an
smooth muscle cell proliferation around a chronica
implanted stent would affect the distribution of wa
shear stressin vivo. Nonetheless, initial smooth musc
cell migration and proliferation have been shown
reach a maximum at seven days after ste
implantation.6,19,29 Thus, an understanding of immedia
and short-term contributions of wall shear stress alt
ations to this process remains an important goal of fut
research.

In summary, the present investigation describes al
ations in wall shear stress caused by slotted-tube s
design in a three-dimensional CFD model of an epic
dial coronary artery usingin vivo data as boundary con
ditions. The present results were consistent with previ
flow visualization findings and provide additional ind
rect support to the hypothesis that wall shear stress
turbances produced by stents may play a role in sub
quent intimal hyperplasia and restenosis. The relat
size of stent struts from one stent type to another d
not vary greatly13 and likely results in only small dis-
parities in distributions of wall shear stress. Howev
restenosis varies distinctively with stent type suggest
that small wall shear stress disparities like those p
sented in the present investigation may contribute to
potential for restenosis following stent implantatio
Mechanotransduction of shear forces responsible
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979Computational Stent Implantation Alters Wall Shear Stress
gene expression and protein synthesis may also be
ferentially influenced by these small differences in sh
stress. Additional research will be required to defi
whether wall shear stress alterations produced by dif
ent stent geometries may preferentially contribute to
timal thickening and predispose the coronary artery
restenosisin vivo.
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